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 Abstract: Recently with the increasing development of distributed computer systems (DCSs) in networked 

industrial and manufacturing applications on the World Wide Web (WWW) platform, including service-oriented 

architecture and Web of Things QoS-aware systems, it has become important to predict the Web performance. 

In this paper, we present Web performance prediction in time by making a forecast of a Web resource 

downloading using the Efficient Turning Bands (TB) geostatistical  simulation  method. Real-life data for the 

research were obtained from our own website named "Distributed forecasting system". Generation of log file 

form  website and performing monitoring of a group of Web clients from connected LAN. For better web 

prediction we used spatio temporal prediction method with time utility for downloading particular file from 

website  and calculate forecasting result using Turning bands method  but  improving more forecasting 

accuracy use the efficient turning band method  basically efficient turning  band use Naive bays algorithm and 

calculate efficient result  and  that   result is compared  with Turning band  and  efficient turning  band method. 
The efficient  turning  band  method result show good  forecasting  quality of Web performance prediction  and 

forecasting. 

Keyword: Distributed Computer System, Turning Band,, Qos-Aware Systems, Geostatistics, Spatio-Temporal 

Prediction. 

 

I.  Introduction 
At the time of developing Internet, in which web systems play a significant role,it is worth considering 

an effective way of evaluating the net performance. Another important question is Internet security which is 

influenced by web servers reliability and the lack of communication intervals on client-server route. From the 

economic point of view the problem also seems serious, the interest of net tycoons and large Internet portals, for 
whom it is important to win and maintains many customers as possible, depends on Internet reliability and its 

best performance. Thus there arises a clear need for spatial-temporal forecasting of Internet performance which 

would take into account both the geographical location of web servers and the total downloading time of a given 

resource. Such need for forecast information arises for example when we have to choose from where we should 

download information resource which is available on many Internet nodes at various geographical locations to 

obtain the resource at the minimum (or known) time. Knowing the forecast of transfer throughput from these 

nodes to our location will allow us to choose the node from which we can receive the resource in the shortest 

time [1]. Analysis of network measurements plays a fundamental role in Internet knowledge discovery. The 

results of such analysis can help administrators as well as casual users in studying network characteristics 

including forecasting of network future performance behavior. In this paper we propose to use the Turning 

Bands method to predict Web performance that is perceived by end users while downloading resources from 
Web servers. The contribution of this paper is to propose this innovative application of Turning Bands method. 

This forecasting method has been originally employed in geostatistics [2] and has some other applications but 

not still in the field of Internet/Web performance. Networks can be measured using active or passive methods. 

Active measurement scheme uses a probing approach where a reaction is observed after sending a probe signal 

(traffic, request) whereas passive measurement scheme is based only on current network observation without 

any additional traffic injection [3,4,5]. This research is based on active measurements made by MWING system 

which is Internet measurement infrastructure developed in our Institute [6,7]. MWING has been developed to 

design and perform both kinds of experiments in a controlled way. The kind of experiment, its aim, time 

duration and the experiment itself are designed by the researcher using either basic or extended MWING 

functions. Designed experiment is performed within of MWING platform that employs multi-agent technology. 

MWING’s agents can run on any Internet host performing designed measurement experiment, collecting data 

and storing it in local or central databases.  
In this work we use the measurement data collected in a world-wide experiment that has been designed 

and performed to monitor a performance of a group of Web servers (sites) perceived from four different Internet 

locations [1].. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the Turning Bands (TB) method. 
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Next we present preliminary and structural data analysis  of results of network measurements. After that, we 

present a spatial forecast of Web server performance made by means of TB method. 

The most important requirements concern performance, reliability, quality of service (QoS), and 

security [6]. Communication issues depend on the specific distributed automation application, Internet and Web 

technologies, and character of the network (i.e., private or public, factory field bus, local or wide-area, or wired 

or wireless).The Web-based DCSs are built from DCS nodes which  include either Web clients or Web servers 

(Web services) or both. In client-to-server communication, it is a common situation when a client has to choose 
a server in case of data or service replication on many servers. To make this operation predictable, Web-based 

DCSs need a spatio-temporal Web performance forecasting, where the temporal prediction addresses the 

forecasting of Web performance, ordered by one or more dimensions of time (e.g., the minute-by-minute, hour-

by-hour, and day-by-day), whereas spatial prediction concerns forecasting of the performance behaviour across 

nodes of DCS (more specifically, between Web clients and Web servers).The aim of this paper is to present a 

robust spatio-temporal prediction method and algorithm that can provide an efficient forecasting of a Web 

client-perceived performance on the Web application. This may provide efficient QoS for individual nodes of 

Web-based DCS and enable to improve operation of the whole system. The predicted performance 

characteristics can be used in selection of the best performance Web server and best  time. Here, we propose to 

make Web performance prediction with the use of the Efficient Turning Bands (TB) geostatistical method. 

  

II.   Literature Survey 

 In this section we are presenting the different survey paper for the use of research work. 

 

 Kaminska-Chuchmala and A. Wilczynski describes system[22,24] where very promising results were 

obtained in studying load forecasting in power distribution grids, where generally forecast in transmission 

networks is a complex task. 

 M.Mirza, J. Sommers, P. Barford, and X. Zhu[12,14], explains performance prediction is one of the 

key.issues of the Internet and the Web. Many works considered the Internet performance through the 

transmission delay (RTT), data throughput (TCP throughput). Web performance can be evaluated by the 
Web page view response time and Web resource download time (or HTTP throughput). Both short term 

and long-term performance forecasts are considered and aimed at either arbitrary or specific file sizes. 

Short-term forecasting needs instantaneous measuring of network performance that may cause too much 

additional traffic, therefore lower sampling rates are proposed but for long-term forecasting. 

 L. Borzemski and A. Kaminska-Chuchmala present The work in [19] presents the TB method applied to 

the dataset containing measurements made by the Wroclaw agent that monitored. Web servers dispersed 

across the world; this paper deals with the application of the TB method for the dataset collected by the 

agent monitoring European servers from Gliwice.  

 Kaminska-Chuchmala and A. Wilczynski persent the work in [12] employs the TB method in the analysis 

of a Wroclaw agent monitoring European servers.  

 Cagdas Hakan Aladag1, Erol Egrioglu the work in [2] uses the Sequential Gaussian Simulation method 
deployed for Gliwice agent and European servers introduces a new proposal of the spatio-temporal Web 

performance forecasting. 

 The survey of forecasting Current forecasting technologies refer to quantitative and qualitative methods. 

Among the quantitative methods, time-series forecasting methods are used to analyze time-dependent 

series data and predict the future values, brand choice models are used to calculate the probability of 

choice to predict choice behavior, and Bayesian models are used to infer conditional probability. 

Qualitative forecasting technology can be described by environment scanning, scenarios, and Delphi. A 

review of recent advances in technological forecasting can be found in Martino [19]. The forecasting 

technologies in the presented architecture focus on quantitative methods. A survey of time-series data 

mining was presented by Keogh & Kasetty [10]. Although some accomplishment have been achieved by 

the effort, in general difficulties still remain because uncertain demand variations do not follow the same 
pattern all the time due to consumer behavior, new technologies or products, and other environmental 

factors.Exploring the composite effects of these factors that influence customer demand may capture the 

future trend and help reduce the errors that might exist in classical time-series forecasting models.  
 A survey of time-series data mining was presented by Keogh & Kasetty [10]. Although some 

accomplishment have been achieved by the effort, in general difficulties still remain because uncertain 

demand variations do not follow the same pattern all the time due to consumer behavior, new 

technologies or products, and other environmental factors. Exploring the composite effects of these 

factors that influence customer demand may capture the future trend and help reduce the errors that might 

exist in classical time-series forecasting models. 
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III.   PROPOSED APPROACH FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN 
 

3.1 Problem Definition 
Improving forecasting of  distributed web-system performance using efficient Turning band method. 

We have studied the many methods those are presented for forecasting of web system performance by 

considering the different real time applications.  

In [1] we have studied the TB geostastical performance prediction method for distributed computer 

systems and web systems. Following flowchart with reference this is presented in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1:  System Flowchart  

  

3.2 Proposed System Architecture and Algorithms 
In this we are presenting the new architecture which is based on two concepts first Turning band  

forecasting method which depicted in [1] and another one is Efficient Turning Band which is depicted in [2]. 

Based on these terminologies below is proposed architecture for predicting the performance in figure 2. As 

shown in figure 2, we first collect log data, then apply preprocessing steps like data cleaning, in cleaning process 

we remove records where status code is 404 or URL contains images like jpg, png etc. Then apply spatio 

temporal prediction , TB algorithm and Efficient turning band algorithm, finally we will perform analysis with 

comparison of TB algorithm and efficient TB algorithm. The main idea of the TB method is to perform 

simulations along several lines, using a unidimensional covariance function that corresponds to the given three-

dimensional (3-D) one: X, Y directions—geographical coordinates and Z direction—time axis. The TB 
algorithm is calculated in cubic time complexity. At each point of the 3-D field, a weighted sum of the 

corresponding values of the line processes is assigned. In conclusion, the TB method is a multidimensional 

random number generator for the simulation of the spatially correlated random fields [13], [14].  
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Figure 2: Proposed architecture for predicting the performance 

 

3.3   Turning Bands 
The basic assumption of the TB method is as follows: the field to be simulated is second-order 

stationary and isotropic; at each point, the values of the field are normally distributed and have zero mean. In 

other cases, the transformation to Gaussian with subsequent subtraction of the mean could be applied. The next 
assumption is the knowledge of the covariance C(r) of the field 

which is to be simulated. 

Here, we present the methodology of the proposed approach and the algorithm of the TB method, 

which will  be used for spatio-temporal forecasting of Web system performance (WSP).The basic assumption of 

the TB method is as follows: the field to be simulated is second-order stationary and isotropic; at each point, the 

values of the field are normally distributed and have zero mean. In other cases, the transformation to Gaussian 

with subsequent subtraction of the mean could be applied. The next assumption is the knowledge of the 

covariance C(r) of the field which is to be simulated. The main idea of the TB method is to perform simulations 

along several lines, using a uni dimensional covariance function that corresponds to the given three-dimensional 

(3-D) one: X, Y directions—geographical coordinates; and Z direction—time axis. The TB algorithm is 

calculated in cubic time complexity. At each point of the 3-D field, a weighted sum of the corre-sponding values 

of the line processes is assigned. In conclusion, the TB method is a multidimensional random number generator 
for the simulation of the spatially correlated random fields. 

Let (Ҩn, n £ N) be a sequence of directions    and let (  be a sequence of independenta 

stochastic process of covariance. The  algorithm of TB method takes the following from CҨn. 

TB Algorithm: 

  1. Directions Selection: θ1… θn so that 1/n  θk is weakly convergent to ϖ 

                   θn=( ,  , vn). 

    Un= binary expansion of each integer n=1,2,…………….; 

     Vn= ternary expansion of each integer n=1,2……………..; 

    

  2. Convariance function 

        C (n)(h)=    ~ ϖ 

          θn= θk 

     3. Calculate x ℇ D 
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               X= forecasted download time; 

 

3.5 Naive Forecasts Efficient Algorithm 
The simplest forecasting technique is termed the naive method. A naive forecast for any period simply 

projects the previous period’s actual value. For example, if demand for a particular health service was 100 units 

last week, the naive forecast for the upcoming week is 100 units. If demand in the upcoming week turns out to 
be 75 units, then the forecast for the following week would be 75 units. The naive forecast can also be applied to 

a data set that exhibits seasonality or a trend. For example, if the seasonal demand in October is 100 units, then 

the naive forecast for next October would equal the actual demand for October of this year. 

Although this technique may seem too simplistic, its advantages are low cost and ease of preparation 

and comprehension. Its major weakness, of course, is its inability to make highly accurate forecasts. Another 

weakness is that it simply replicates the actual data, with a lag of one period; it does not smooth the data. 

However, the decision to use naive forecasts certainly has merit if the results experienced are relatively 

close to the forecast (if the resulting accuracy is deemed acceptable). The accuracy of a naive forecast can serve 

as a standard against which to judge the cost and accuracy of other techniques; the health care manager can 

decide whether or not the increase in accuracy of another method is worth its additional cost.  

Here  follow the following step of this algorithm for the system. 

 
1. Generate log file with extra parameters 

2. For efficiency and accuracy, here we consider more parameters to forecast a accurate download time for 

particular ip address 

3. Delay: it shows delay in seconds to download time as compare to previous value 

4. Speed: We also consider speed of router to recognize exact speed of download for future connections. 

5. Distance: For accuracy parameter we also consider distance of server from client on the basis of 

calculation of a download time. 

6. The Microsoft Naive Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm based on Bayes’ theorems, and 

provided by Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services for use in predictive modeling. The word naïve in 

the name Naïve Bayes derives from the fact that the algorithm uses Bayesian techniques but does not take 

into account dependencies that may exist.  
7. This algorithm is less computationally intense than other Microsoft algorithms, and therefore is useful for 

quickly generating mining models to discover relationships between input columns and predictable 

columns. You can use this algorithm to do initial exploration of data, and then later you can apply the 

results to create additional mining models with other algorithms that are more computationally intense 

and more accurate. 

 

IV.   Implementation Details 
In this section we represent the input, result of practical work and environment used for implementation. 

 

 First take as input Web log file database and the show log file details and log file is convert into XML 

format.  

 Log file is preprocess using Preprocessing technique and preprocessing log file apply spatial temporal 

prediction algorithm .The temporal prediction depending on historical database that is using downloading 

time taken and shows prediction in graphically. 

 The prediction result apply  tuning bands algorithm The tuning bands result  shows forecasting output   

 The Efficient turning band method show the  accuracy forecasting result  the efficient turning band use 

Navie bays algorithm and calculate efficient and reliable forecasting result . 

  Analysis and compare  result with exact  downloading time  using Turning bands algorithm  and 

Efficient  turning band  algorithm  forecasting  technique and  show the  good accuracy result. 

 
    V.  Results of Practical Work 

As dataset we use our own web applications log file generated by IIS server, for that we design one 

web application named as ―distributed web forecasting.  Figure 3 shows some content of Log file which we used 

for forecasting a download time. It contains Date-Time, server IP address, http method, URL, port number, 

client IP address, browser used, status code, time taken to load page.As we required only few data, so only 

extract needed data like client IP, URL, status code, time taken. 
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Figure 3: Content of LOG file generated by IIS  

 

 
Figure 4:  Spatial temporal Web Performance Prediction Result. 

Spatio temporal prediction of data with graphical representation is shown in figure 4.Spatio temporal prediction 

method works with time series, as historical time series defined particular time of instance, and then we 

calculate prediction time using historical time series of data.  
 

 Table 1: Spatio prediction for download time prediction from particular location 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Above table contains IP address and predicted time to download file from that IP address. We predict this time 

using spatio temporal prediction method which uses historical data to predict next download time to download 

file from particular server. 

 
Figure 5: Turning band Gaussian Result 

IP Address Predicted time to 

download (ms) 

192:168:1:101 331 

192.168:1:104 342 

192:168:1:106 456 

192:168:1:109 224 
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                         Here we calculate Turning band Transformation Gaussian. 
 

                                    Table 2: Forecasting Table TB method and Efficient TB method 

 
 

Above table 2 show the forecasting value Turning bands method and Efficient turning bands method efficient 

turning bands method use naive forecast algorithm show the accuracy result. 

 

 
Figure 7: Comparison graph TB method and Efficient TB method 

 

Above figure 5 shows the comparison   between Turning bands algorithm and Efficient turning bands  algorithm  

Efficient turning bands algorithm shows the accuracy result. 

 

VI.   Conclusion and Future Work 
In this research, an approach for predicting Web performance by the innovative application of the 

Efficient Turning Band  geostatistical simulation method proposed. A large-scale measurement experiment was 

performed in the real-life Internet to gather the data characterizing performance of over LAN and perceived 

from different clients installed in different Internet locations. The efficient TB based method is for improving 

the performance forecasting accuracy of whole system. The limitation of TB method has been overcome by 

using this method. proposed approach is more efficient as compared to the existing method. For the future work, 

there is still chance to improve this hybrid method and present approach which can handle the different kinds of 

measurements and data. and try to implement this research in World wide web and give efficiency result. 
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